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Abstract. In the paper, the definition and explanation of suffix of modern Uyghur written language
explained first; the website resource of the corpus for the investigation, application area, the
statistic method and time span of the corpus introduced then; third, the distribution of the suffix as
by the first ten thousand are explained by the results and statistics of the suffix frequency in section.
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1. Introduction
The Uyghur language belongs to the Turkic language family of the Altaic language family, it belongs to
agglutinative language and its characteristics as vowel harmony, vowel reduction (or vowel rising), the rich of
Word-formation and inflectional affixes, an inflection form of noun case, number and person, the various
indication of verb, positional relation and constituent in order. The grammatical structure of modern Uyghur
Language consists of roots, stem, affix and suffix. Affix has a function of changing word meaning and suffix
also has a grammatical meaning.

2. Suffix Divided Method
2.1.

The Resource of the Corpus

The corpus of Uyghur language of the investigation are collected from the words of 9 Uyghur websites
which is closely related with the area of the daily life of people such as politics, economy, education, scientific
research and health displayed in website from april 2006 to december 2009. The investigation of the object is
the suffix of 9 Uyghur websites,and the research strictly accords with the standard of the syllable classification
of orthography (1983) of Minority Language Committee of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. It is used
the method of the combination of auto-processing data with computer and Artificial supplementary revised
text for statistical analyzing suffix of modern Uyghur written language.

2.2.

Word-Formation Structure

The grammatical structure of modern Uyghur Language consists of roots, stem, affix and suffix. Affix has
a function of changing word meaning and suffix also has a grammatical meaning. See below a model of wordformation of Modern Uyghur language, which can bring suffix divided as principle basis.
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Fig. 1 A model of word-formation of Modern Uyghur language

2.3.

The Method of Words Restore

It has finished suffix divided on the basis of the model of word-formation of Modern Uyghur language,
the corpus of stem and suffix and the method of the combination of auto-processing data with computer and
Artificial supplementary revised text for statistical analyzing suffix. The suffix divided progress and method
as shown in following steps:
First, building the corpus which is closely related with the area of the daily life of people such as politics,
economy, education, scientific research and health.
Second, entering whole suffix (not included affix) in modern Uyghur language into suffix corpus.
Third, it has bring some difficult to computer analysis of stem corpus in which shoud be select stem for
analysing suffix on account of pronunciation reduction.
Fourth, in view of the foregoing, suffix divided method make use of computer analysis in consideration of
computer ability as capability, speed and credibility.
Fifth, the above rules of the computer analysis is also applied for suffix divided which can be selected
from suffix corpus in spite of occuring suffix original and its reduction.
Sixth, according to the requirement of the suffix statistics, build the suffix statistical system.

3. The Using of Suffix
The suffix of Uyghur words is various, especially the suffix of verb, which has a grammatical meaning. It
is focused the suffix of noun and verb in the investigation, but it is not included frequent symbols such as
Arabic numbers from 0 to 9, Percent(%) ,bracket ( “ , ” )and units($, ℃ ) and other symbols(invisible
characters, and space characters). It is used the method of the combination of auto-processing data with
computer and Artificial supplementary revised text for statistical analyzing suffixes of 197 649 words. On
the statistics of the suffix, it can be occurred that word type as 197 649, suffix frequency as 118 848 and suffix
type as 4448.

3.1.

The Suffix Frequency More Than Ten Thousand

The 32 suffixes which is frequently occurred more than ten thousand as shown in table I
Table 1 32 kinds of suffix occurred in the frequency of 10,000 times

It can be seen from the table above that the suffix displayed three functions as:

First, the double functions of the suffix. for example, the suffix of “چە-” has double functions in Uyghur
language as suffix and affix. When “چە-” adds to the words of [ سىلەرyou] as suffix, When it adds to the words
of [ ئۇيغۇرUyghur] as affix.
Second, the same suffix occurs multi-grammatical functions. For example, the “مىز-” has two
grammatical functions in Uyghur language as  مىز+ [ باالchild] of noun person, and as  مىز+  [ باشاليI start] =
[ باشاليمىزwe will start] of verb person.
Third, it is displayed that the suffix of noun occurred higher more than the suffix of verb based on the data
of corpus.

3.2.

The Analysis of the Suffix Frequency in Section

The analysis of suffix frequency, word type and average length as shown in table II.
Table 2 Word type frquency in section

In the table above, we can see that low frequency of words in corpus are mass, and it is gliding from one
to five in frequency but is going up from six to ten. It shows that quantity of low frequency words are mass
and the corpus content involved is wide in website words.

3.3.

The Analysis of the Suffix Length in Section

The analysis of the suffix length in section as shown in figure 2.

Fig. 2 The analysis of the suffix length in section
In the table above, we can see that the suffix length from one to three and from 13 to 18 are frequently
used in website on the basis of the analysis of the one to three points, climax at seven point and four suffix
only at 18 point.
The analysis of the relation of the suffix length and its frequency as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3 The analysis of the relation of the suffix length and its frequency

In the table above, we can see that the suffix length at one point with its frequency as 941, at two point
with its frequency as 37489, at five point with its frequency as 593, and at seven point its frequency as only
4.the table shows that more than the suffixes at 13 point are lower in website words in the corpus.
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